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At a time when fairness and equality are the subject of significant 
focus from politicians and the wider population, executive pay 
has continued to receive considerable coverage in the press.

Remuneration Committees are finding the scope of their  
roles are widening and that issues including the gender pay  
gap, pay differentials and equitable pension provisions are 
increasingly captured within the Committee’s remit. With the 
recent revisions to the UK Corporate Governance Code, this 
trend is set to continue.
FIT helps our clients to respond to these challenges. Our highly experienced partners both 
lead and are integrally involved in all our client relationships, rather than delegating work  
to less experienced colleagues. This allows us to get to the root of our clients’ issues quickly 
and then provide wise, commercial (and sometimes challenging) counsel which helps our 
clients design genuinely tailored, strategically-focused remuneration packages.

How we can help

We provide a “full service offering”, supporting our clients on all aspects of executive 
remuneration, from benchmarking, through policy design, shareholder consultation and 
legal implementation. Our partners are integrally involved in all stages of the process.

What we do

Pay Policy
Formulation

Annual Bonus
Design

LTI Design

Performance Targets
and Measurement

All-Employee Reward
Programmes

Investor
RelationsReviewing Service

Contracts

Communication

Directors’ Remuneration
Report

Ad hoc events i.e. Severance
& Recruitment, M&A and IPOs

Full Legal Implementation
Service

Pay
Benchmarking

Partner-led
service
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FIT Remuneration Consultants LLP is the UK’s largest 
independent executive remuneration consultancy and we 
advise a number of the world’s largest companies from  
our offices in London.

FIT’s highly experienced consultants advise on all aspects of 
executive remuneration. Whether the subject is remuneration 
policy, incentive plan design, pay benchmarking, shareholder 
engagement, technical implementation, M&A or IPO 
support, we have the resources, expertise and judgment  
to assist our clients so that they can make informed  
decisions on executive pay.

Some of the largest UK and globally listed companies, co-
operatives, mutuals and other organisations come to us for 
robust guidance across all areas of executive remuneration.

Through our association with Frederic W. Cook and Co.,  
Inc. (the largest executive remuneration consultancy in  
the US) and Pretium Partners Asia Limited in Hong Kong,  
we are able to offer our clients a global perspective.
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Introduction
Welcome to FIT’s 2018 FTSE SmallCap 
Directors’ Remuneration Survey.

This report examines the elements which make up total 
remuneration for Executive and Non-Executive Directors in 
the FTSE SmallCap and provides a contrast between practice 
in the top and bottom halves of the FTSE SmallCap (by 
market capitalisation).

The table and chart below show the market capitalisation 
and sector profiles of the FTSE SmallCap used for this report. 
Equity investment trusts, of which there are 130 in the FTSE 
SmallCap, and companies with no Executive Directors, of 
which there are 18, have not been included in this report. 
The market capitalisations shown are the six-month average 
to 31 March 2018.

Six-month average market capitalisation to 31 March 2018, £’m

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

Upper Quartile £529 £607 £276

Median £360 £492 £220

Lower Quartile £240 £393 £137

Sector breakdown of the FTSE SmallCap

FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

FTSE SmallCap Top Half



Other issues which continue to attract focus from 
institutional shareholders and proxy guidance services 
this year include salary increases for Executive Directors 
in excess of those for a company’s wider workforce, 
disclosure of annual bonus performance measures and 
targets (including an increased focus on transparency of 
non-financial measures), hiring a new Executive Director on 
a higher package than his or her predecessor and pension 
provisions for newly appointed Executive Directors which 
are significantly higher than those for companies’ wider 
workforces. Companies must consider providing thorough 
justification where they do not comply with any of  
these points.

One debate which is continuing to evolve is the design of 
long-term incentives (“LTIs”). We commented last year 
that this debate had been reignited by the IA’s Executive 
Remuneration Working Group (“ERWG”) with a significant 
part of the ERWG’s proposals being a review of long-term 
incentive design. We have begun to see more “bespoke” 
remuneration arrangements appearing, although these still 
remain in a small minority for Executive Directors. See the 
“Long-Term Incentives” section for a discussion on potential 
LTI structures.
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This report covers all of the main components of  
executive remuneration:

• Base salary

• Pension

• Annual bonus

• Long-term incentives

Certain elements of policy design, such as the deferral of a 
portion of the annual bonus, post-vesting holding periods on 
long-term incentives (“LTIs”) and share ownership guidelines 
of at least 200% of base salary, have been widely considered 
“best practice” for some time now. In the same way that the 
use of malus and clawback provisions has now evolved from 
“best practice” to “standard practice” among large UK-listed 
companies, these three features are increasingly becoming 
“standard practice” which institutional investors and proxy 
guidance services, such as the Investment Association (“IA”) 
and Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”), expect to see 
in all remuneration policies for UK-listed companies on the 
Main Market. Non-compliance with these issues is expected 
to result in some level of dissent both in the 2018 AGM 
season and beyond.

Under Schedule 8 of the Large and Medium-sized Companies 
and Groups (Accounts and Reports) (Amendment) 
Regulations 2013, referred to in this report as the “DRR 
Regulations”, companies must put a Remuneration Policy 
to a binding shareholder vote at least every three years. 
Shareholders have expressed a preference to avoid more 
frequent votes where possible and, as such, 27% of FTSE 
SmallCap companies have put a new Remuneration Policy 
to vote in the 2018 AGM season. This is considerably fewer 
than the 60% of FTSE SmallCap companies which put their 
Policies to vote last year following the end of the initial three-
year cycle since the regulations were introduced.

Of the companies reviewing their Policies this year, 45% 
now have a portion of the annual bonus deferred, a long-
term incentive which is fully realisable after at least five years 
and share ownership guidelines of at least 200% of base 
salary for all Executive Directors (31% in the FTSE SmallCap 
as a whole). A further 21% comply with two of these 
expectations and 17% comply with only one. Only 17% of 
the FTSE SmallCap companies putting their Remuneration 
Policy to vote do not comply with any of these three 
expectations.

Compliance with the AGM season’s “hot topics”

Comply with all three

Comply with two

Comply with one

Do not comply

FTSE SmallCap companies which
put a new policy to vote

FTSE SmallCap



Year in Focus
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The overarching theme of 2017/18 has been a push for companies to have an increased 
focus on “fairness” when considering changes both to remuneration and to personnel. 
As indicated last year, there was significant political pressure building for companies and 
shareholders to tackle “excessive” pay and inequality and 2017/18 saw progress made 
under a number of initiatives which have been discussed over recent years.

One significant change during the year has been the Financial Reporting Council 
(“FRC”) publishing its revised UK Corporate Governance Code, which follows a number 
of Government papers and consultations. In addition, a number of new disclosures 
around pay have been introduced or announced, including Gender Pay Gap Reporting 
(under which the first year’s reporting has now been completed) and the introduction 
of statutory CEO pay ratio disclosures which will come into effect for financial years 
beginning on or after 1 January 2019.

FIT publishes regular Executive Briefings outlining important 
developments in market practice, updates in remuneration 
guidelines from institutional shareholders and proxy 
guidance services, legislation which is of interest to 

Remuneration Committees and our experienced Partners’ 
views on these. To receive our briefings, please e-mail us at 
executivebriefings@fit-rem.com.

Last year, we reported that the Department for Business, 
Energy, Innovation & Skills (“BEIS”) published a Green Paper 
on corporate governance reform, opening consultation on 
executive pay, strengthening the “voice” of employees, 
customers and suppliers, and corporate governance in the 
UK’s largest privately-held businesses.

In August 2017, the Government released its response to the 
Green Paper. The report comprised a number of proposals, 
many of which were passed over to the FRC’s review of the 
Corporate Governance Code. The report comprised the 
following recommendations:

• Encouraging companies to take action to address 
“dissent” (i.e. a significant portion of votes against a 
resolution).

• Giving remuneration committees greater responsibility for 
demonstrating how pay and incentives align across the 
company and to explain to the workforce each year how 
decisions on executive pay reflect wider pay policy.

• Requiring annual reporting of the ratio of CEO to average 
UK workforce pay along with an explanation of this ratio 
and year-on-year changes.

• Requiring companies to provide a clearer explanation in 
remuneration policies of the range of potential outcomes 
from complex, share-based plans.

• Increasing holding periods to 5 years from grant.

• Ensuring that the interests of employees, customers and 
wider stakeholders are taken into account.

• Developing, on a “comply or explain” basis, an employee 
engagement mechanism.

• Inviting the GC100 to complete its work in providing 
advice and guidance on the practical interpretation of 
Directors’ duties under s172 of the Companies Act.

As part of encouraging companies to take action to address 
dissent, the Government invited the Investment Association 
(“IA”) to maintain a register of those companies which 
receive 20% or more of votes against a resolution. Further, 
the “IA Register” includes details of resolutions which were 
withdrawn prior to voting. On any resolution receiving at 
least 20% of votes against, the IA Register records:

• A description of the resolution.

• The voting result.

• The link to the AGM results announcement – which, in 
accordance with the UK Corporate Governance Code, is 
already obliged (on a “comply or explain” basis) to say 
what actions the Board intends to take to understand the 
reasons behind the result.

• A link to any further statement which the company has 
made on actions taken since the vote.

A renewed focus on “fairness”
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The Government also asked the IA and the Institute of 
Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (“ICSA”) to publish 
joint guidance on practical ways in which companies can 
engage with their employees and other stakeholders at 
Board level. This guidance was published in October 2017 
and outlined ten core principles on stakeholder engagement 
and examples of companies which have taken noteworthy 
actions and also discusses how companies can use 
existing committees to address specific stakeholders. The 
Remuneration Committee is highlighted in particular and the 
guidance says that the remit of Remuneration Committees 
could be extended to include an overview of pay and 
benefits throughout the company (as is already the case for 
many Remuneration Committees).

In November 2017, the IA published its updated Principles 
of Remuneration and an accompanying covering letter to 
Remuneration Committee chairmen, highlighting particular 
expectations from the IA’s members regarding remuneration 
governance and reporting for 2018.

In keeping with the sentiments we are seeing from 
investors more widely, the IA guidelines focus on the 
levels of remuneration (encouraging companies to show 
restraint with regard to increases in quantum and to avoid 
“automatic” base salary increases) and fairness (encouraging 
companies to “take into account the wider social context of 
executive pay” and reiterating its expectation for pension 
contributions to be the same for both Executive Directors 
and the general workforce and expressed similar views 
on relocation payments). With regard to pay ratios, the IA 
encouraged companies to disclose voluntarily the ratios in 
2018, even before a statutory methodology was finalised.

The IA additionally expressed more developed views of 
its members on the use of restricted shares for Executive 
Directors, although it acknowledges that opinion among its 
members remains divided; some investors have principled 
objections to restricted shares, while “a growing number” 
of shareholders are now willing to support restricted shares 
under certain circumstances. The IA reiterated its view that, 
when awarding restricted shares:

• Award quantums should reflect at least a 50% discount  
to equivalent awards over performance shares.

• The combined vesting and holding period for restricted 
shares should be at least five years.

• Vesting should be subject to an underpin.

Following a number of withdrawn resolutions last year, the 
IA has stated that companies which withdraw resolutions 
should consult carefully before re-introducing policies for new 
approvals. The IA also highlighted a newly-emerging trend 
among its members to vote against the re-election of the 
Remuneration Committee chairman. The “entry point” which 
is applied on this does, however, appear to be quite high 
(for example, where the DRR vote was defeated in the prior 
year or following two successive years where the investor has 
voted against the DRR).

The remainder of the IA guidelines was mainly a reminder 
of its stance in previous years, reiterating its expectation of 
thorough disclosure of annual bonus metrics and measures, 
how these measures link to the company’s KPIs and how the 
company or individual performed against these measures.

December 2017 saw the much-anticipated publishing by the 
FRC of the draft revised UK Corporate Governance Code (the 
“Code”). The FRC undertook a comprehensive review of the 
Code to ensure that it remains fit for purpose and promotes 
improvement in the quality of governance. The final version  
of the revised Code was published in July 2018.

Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”) published updated 
guidance in January 2018 which was broadly in line with its 
previous guidance. The three main changes, as had been 
signposted by ISS a few months before, were a clarification 
around “overboarding” (i.e. ISS stated that it may vote against 
directors who it deems to hold too many mandates at listed 
companies), a confirmation of ISS’ view that threshold vesting 
levels under a long-term incentive should generally be no 
more than 25% of maximum (and that, if the awards are  
over a large multiple of salary, even 25% may be too high) 
and an alignment with the IA’s view that relocation payments 
should only be for a limited period and detailed in the 
Remuneration Report.

In February 2018, both the Pension and Lifetime Savings 
Association (“PLSA”) and the Church Investors Group 
(“CIG”) released updated corporate governance policies 
and voting guidelines for 2018. The PLSA guidelines now 
encourage shareholders to vote against the re-election of all 
Remuneration Committee members who have been in post 
for more than one year if voting against the Remuneration 
Report or Remuneration Policy resolutions. The guidelines also 
clarify the PLSA’s position that the failure by a Remuneration 
Committee to exercise discretion in the context of wider 
circumstances (such as serious corporate issues) may be 
sufficient to trigger a vote against the Remuneration Report.

The CIG voting policy signalled a “harder line” on a number 
of issues, including executive pay, than had been taken 
previously. These included expectations that companies would 
disclose their CEO pay ratios (like the IA, this expectation 
came before a statutory methodology was finalised), that 
companies should demonstrate “equitable treatment of staff 
in terms of pensions” and that short-term incentive awards 
should not exceed 100% of salary for on-target performance 
or a maximum of 200% of salary. The policy also expressed 
an expectation that financial services and pharmaceuticals 
companies should confirm that they pay their employees the 
living wage.

The deadline to report on the first year under Gender Pay 
Gap Reporting legislation was on 4 April 2018, with a little 
over 10,000 employing entities reporting in this first year. 
While not strictly a Remuneration Committee issue, many 
Remuneration Committees took a keen interest in the results 
and the actions which companies announced would be taken 
in an effort to reduce the pay gap. The pay gaps differed 
significantly between sectors, demonstrating the need for 
changes to be made on a societal, macro-economic level as 
well as within companies. 
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The mean difference in hourly pay for all companies 
which reported was 14.5%, with Public Bodies (including 
Government departments, Councils, Colleges, Schools and 
Academy Trusts) being slightly lower at 12.7%. The median 
differences in hourly pay were slightly lower, being 12.0%  
for all companies and 11.3% for Public Bodies.

Each employing entity with more than 250 UK employees 
is required to report on gender pay annually and it will be 
interesting to see how these figures change over the coming 
years. The biggest challenges which we saw for companies 
reporting on gender pay in 2017/18 were:

• Identifying the populations to analyse for the hourly pay 
and bonus pay calculations (which are subtly different).

• Selecting which elements of pay are included and 
excluded.

• Defining the quartiles where a large number of  
employees receive the same level of hourly pay.

• Communicating the data.

• Setting tangible actions and milestones for future 
initiatives.

It would appear that some companies have had some 
problems with the methodology, with a number of 
companies reporting a zero mean and zero median hourly 
pay gap and a 50:50 split between male and female 
employees in all four quartiles (which is statistically highly 
improbable). The Equalities and Human Rights Commission 
(“EHRC”) is responsible for enforcing Gender Pay Gap 
reporting, with employers facing unlimited fines and 
convictions if they fail to meet their obligations. The EHRC 
has said, however, that they are not responsible for checking 
the accuracy of submissions and will only investigate 
information which appears to be “wholly inaccurate”. It 
remains to be seen whether the EHRC has the appetite or 
resources to enforce compliance effectively.

Late April 2018 saw the release of the Legal & General 
Investment Management (“LGIM”) Corporate Governance 
and Responsible Investment Policy for UK companies. The 
policy was last updated in September 2016. Some of the 
points reinforced the messages from the IA and other 
groups, such as an expectation that companies receiving 
significant dissent should explain the reasons for the dissent 
and actions taken to address concerns and a statement that 
relocation expenses should mirror what is being offered 
to all employees and should be limited to two years. 
Regarding restricted shares, LGIM has stated that a 50% 
discount to equivalent performance shares should be the 
“absolute minimum” and that historic vesting rates will also 
be considered when LGIM assesses whether a proposed 
discount rate is appropriate.

LGIM has also stated that it will act on diversity, making it 
clear that it will vote against the re-election of the Chairman 
of a FTSE 350 company if women make up less than 25% 
of the Board from 2018 and that this target will increase to 
30% by the end of 2020. LGIM also expects all companies 
to disclose a breakdown of Board Directors, Executive 
Directors, managers and employees by geography, main skill 
set and gender, along with information on its gender pay 
gap and what initiatives it has in place and action it is taking 
in order to close any stated gaps.

Like the IA, LGIM expects companies to publish their 
CEO pay ratios (again, stating this before the statutory 
methodology was finalised). Further, LGIM expects global 
companies to explain how the ratio to the median UK 
employee compares with the ratio when all non-UK 
employees are taken into account.

One further, and interesting, comment from the LGIM 
guidance was that earnings per share metrics used 
in incentive plans should be adjusted to strip out any 
enhancement that has resulted from share buyback activity. 
This reflects a concern of some investors that executives are 
sometimes using share buy-backs to manipulate performance 
outcomes and, therefore, executive remuneration. Indeed, 
in January 2018, the UK Government announced a review 
“to understand how companies use share buybacks and 
whether any further action is needed to prevent them from 
being misused”. The results of the UK Government review 
are expected to be published later this year.

Whether valid or not, there is clearly a perception that 
share buybacks can be used to “game” EPS performance 
measures. We think, however, that there is a risk that 
prescribed adjustments to EPS measures (albeit to address 
a perceived mischief) interfere with how companies 
manage their balance sheets. For example, if EPS measures 
are adjusted to add back the shares repurchased by the 
company, how will the related cashflow impact of the 
buyback also be taken into account? It does not seem 
right that it should be added back to earnings but, if not, 
then there is no “credit” for the fact that shareholders 
have received a return (and the company has foregone the 
opportunity to reinvest the funds in the business). The risk is 
that an adjustment to “strip out any enhancement” to EPS 
is potentially asymmetric and could create a disincentive for 
executives to return cash to investors.

In June 2018, the Business Secretary, Greg Clark, brought 
forward secondary legislation to make a number of 
amendments on company reporting, including amendments 
to the reporting regulations for Directors’ Remuneration 
Reports to come into effect for financial years beginning on 
or after 1 January 2019 and apply to UK-listed companies 
which are subject to the DRR Regulations. There are three 
main changes on DRR reporting:
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• Companies with more than 250 UK employees will be 
required to prepare and publish in their DRR the ratio of 
CEO pay to the lower quartile, median and upper quartile 
employee pay data points. The comparison follows the 
“single figure table” methodology, with some flexibility 
around the methodology used for identifying the lower 
quartile, median and upper quartile paid employee (one 
option is to use the Gender Pay Gap reporting analysis, 
which many companies will already have calculated). 
Companies will be required to disclose both the ratios 
and the absolute (Sterling) figures for total pay and base 
salary. The comparison is to be carried out annually until a 
full, ten-year picture is presented in a table, accompanied 
by a commentary explaining increases in the ratio year-to-
year and how the ratio at median related to pay, reward 
and progression practices for employees.

• Companies will now be required to illustrate to 
shareholders the impact of share price movements on 
Executive Directors’ pay on both an actual, historic basis 
and on a theoretical, forward-looking basis:

 • Within the notes to the single figure table, where  
  any  disclosed amount in the table for either annual  
  incentives or long-term incentives relates to share price  
  appreciation, the proportion of the total which  
  was related to share price appreciation must be   
  separately disclosed.

 • Within the scenario charts which show minimum,  
  “on-target” and maximum pay potentials for Executive  
  Directors’ packages, a new column must be added  
  showing the maximum scenario plus a 50% share price  
  increase on the long-term incentives.

• While there is an existing obligation in the DRR 
Regulations to disclose any exercises of discretion on 
remuneration outcomes by the Remuneration Committee 
(as part of the auditable notes to the single figure table), 
the exercise of such discretion will additionally need to be 
disclosed as an item in the introductory annual statement 
to the DRR by the Remuneration Committee chairman.

In July 2018, the FRC published the revised UK Corporate 
Governance Code. It is significantly “shorter and sharper” 
than the existing Code (15 pages, reduced from 30), the 
existing structure – that of “principles” supported by 
“provisions” – and its “comply or explain” approach have 
been retained. The Code will continue to apply to  
all companies with a premium listing of equity shares, 
whether incorporated in the UK or elsewhere. It does not 
apply to AIM-listed companies, although some may choose 
to follow the UK Corporate Governance Code now that 
AIM companies must select a “recognised” code to  
which to adhere.

The new Code will apply to accounting periods beginning 
on or after 1 January 2019, so companies with 31 December 
2019 year ends will be the first to be covered by the new 
Code when they report in 2020.

Most of the remuneration-related changes to the revised 
Code are consistent with the Government’s requests in its 
response to its Green Paper. The main changes are as follows:

• A key point in the revised Code (emphasised by the 
attention drawn to it in the FRC press release) is that 
“remuneration schemes and policies should enable the  
use of discretion to override formulaic outcomes”. 
Further, the supporting guidance to the Code notes that 
the Committee “may wish to consider setting a limit in 
monetary terms for what it considers is a reasonable 
reward for individual executives”.

• Before appointment as chairman of the Remuneration 
Committee, the appointee should have served on a 
Remuneration Committee (not necessarily at the same 
company) for at least twelve months.

• Long-term incentives awarded to Executive Directors should 
be “released for sale on a phased basis and be subject to 
a total vesting and holding period of five years or more”. 
The existing Code only states that Committees should 
consider the application of a holding period. The revised 
Code also includes a new provision that the Remuneration 
Committee develops a “formal policy for post-employment 
shareholding requirements encompassing both unvested 
and vested shares”.

• If a company receives a significant vote against (now 
defined as more than 20% of votes), a company should 
explain what actions it intends to take to consult with 
shareholders to understand the reasons behind the 
result, publish an update no later than six months after 
the vote and provide a final summary, in the annual 
report or the explanatory notes to resolutions at the 
next meeting, on what impact the feedback has had on 
the decisions the Board has taken and any actions or 
resolutions now revised.

• Boards should establish a method for gathering the views 
of the workforce (including on executive remuneration), 
normally by a Director appointed from the workforce, a 
formal workforce advisory panel or a designated Non-
Executive Director.

• There should be a description of the work of the 
Remuneration Committee in the annual report for the 
relevant year, including whether the Remuneration 
policy operated as intended in terms of performance and 
quantum (and, if not, what changes are necessary), what 
engagement has taken place with shareholders and the 
impact this has had on Policy and outcomes and the  
extent to which outcomes have been affected by Board 
discretion. As most companies already provide this 
information, we believe that the only real change here  
will be to harmonise disclosures.

• Remuneration Committees should set remuneration 
for the Board and Senior Management (rather than 
“recommending” and “monitoring” in respect of the 
latter, as per the current Code). The definition of “Senior 
Management” has been sharpened to be the “executive 
committee or the first layer of management below the 
Board, including the company secretary”. Further, rather 
than saying the Committee should be “sensitive to pay and 
employment conditions elsewhere in the group, especially 
when determining annual salary increases” as under the 
current Code, the draft revised Code states 
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 that Remuneration Committees should “review workforce 
remuneration and related policies and the alignment of 
incentives and rewards with culture, taking these into 
account when setting the policy for director remuneration”.

• An explicit statement has been added into the Code, 
requiring that “pension contribution rates for executive 
directors, or payments in lieu, should be aligned with those 
available to the workforce”. This is consistent with the 
views expressed by, among others, ISS, the IA and LGIM.

Updates on malus and clawback provisions

Following the collapse of Carillion in January 2018, among 
the many adverse headlines was the fact that its malus and 
clawback triggers had been altered when the Remuneration 
Policy was renewed in 2017. Previously, the Policy had 
included a trigger as a result of “corporate failure” which had 
been removed.

This was already an area of focus by investors, but the 
Carillion case has further intensified investor scrutiny of the 
detail of malus and clawback provisions (e.g. the nature of 
triggers or the length of the clawback period).

Given the notoriety of the Carillion case, we believe that 
companies should re-examine their malus and clawback 
triggers and consider whether they remain suitable. Indeed, 
we have worked with a number of our clients during the year 
to ensure that their malus and clawback provisions remain 
fit for purpose. Our template triggers, for example, include 
the “standard” misstatements of results and misconduct 
scenarios, but also include cases of reputational damage 
to the company and if there has been a miscalculation 
of performance conditions. These clauses require careful 
thought, particularly as to what level of personal contribution 
should be required and who will determine the application 
of such a clause (particularly on insolvency, the interests of a 
liquidator may be very different to those of a Remuneration 
Committee).

In March 2018, the High Court granted summary judgement 
allowing the claim of Eric Daniels and Truett Tate for shares 
which they were granted by their former employer, Lloyds 
Banking Group. This was an important case which underlines 
several factors which Remuneration Committees should bear 
in mind when dealing with long-term incentive plans.

In 2009, Lloyds granted awards to a number of executives, 
including Eric Daniels (former CEO) and Truett Tate (head 
of wholesale and international banking). The awards were 
subject to specific performance conditions relating to the 
integration of HBOS into Lloyds (including annual milestones 
across a three-year performance period). At the end of 
the performance period in 2012, Lloyds’ Remuneration 
Committee accepted that the performance conditions had 
been satisfied in full. However, Lloyds attempted to insert 
a new provision into the rules which gave it a discretionary 
power to “adjust downwards (including to nil) the number of 
Shares in respect of which an Award Vests”. 

The key elements of the judgement were as follows:

• The attempt by Lloyds to add in a retrospective power of 
discretion was found to be invalid

• If a discretionary power is conferred as part of an incentive 
arrangement, the courts will interpret it narrowly with 
reference to the content of the clause.

• Where an employer does reserve itself a discretion, a 
court will intervene if it is felt that the employer has acted 
arbitrarily, capriciously or irrationally.

• An exclusion clause in the LTIP rules was interpreted 
narrowly and could not be applied generally to any claim 
resulting from the LTIP.

• The fact that Mr Daniels and Mr Tate had entered into 
termination agreements limited the ability of Lloyds to 
make subsequent amendments to the LTIP that would 
affect their awards. The awards could be subject to the 
determination of the remaining performance criteria, but 
that did not give Lloyds the ability to change the underlying 
rules with respect to the awards held by former employees.

From a practical perspective, our view is that discretionary 
powers (the ability to positively or negatively adjust 
performance outcomes, or malus and clawback provisions) 
should be clearly defined and understood by all parties. 
Although it was not a particular consideration of this case, 
our view is that any supporting communication documents 
given to employees should also clearly explain the scope and 
effect of any discretionary provisions.

Moreover, where an employer aims to rely upon discretionary 
powers, it must document the rationale for use of those 
powers clearly. This is especially true where the decision 
might be challenged as “capricious”, e.g. because it singles 
out specific individuals for positive/negative treatment. 
Remuneration Committees can expect that some of the 
decisions they make will be subject to challenge and they 
must be prepared to defend each exercise of discretion in a 
court or tribunal. 

This case did not consider the general efficacy of malus or 
clawback provisions. It is, however, a useful reminder that  
the courts are likely to examine the wording of such 
provisions very closely. Given the increased scrutiny 
surrounding malus and clawback provisions in the wake of 
the collapse of Carillion, we recommend that companies 
carefully consider the clarity of malus and clawback drafting 
in their incentive plans and, in addition, consider developing 
guidance notes regarding the circumstances when such 
powers may be invoked and communicate those notes to 
persons potentially affected.

Lastly, we feel that this case also underlines the importance 
of getting one’s “house in order” when agreeing terms for 
the exit of senior executives. If the rules of an incentive plan 
are not up to date then the courts will be reluctant to allow 
subsequent amendments to affect the terms of awards  
held by former employees and, if the company wishes to 
reserve power to reopen the contents of a compromise 
agreement (for example, if malus and/or clawback 
circumstances subsequently come to light), this should be 
expressly reserved in the compromise agreement.
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2018 AGM 
Season

As we witnessed in 2017, while a few companies are making 
significant changes to their Remuneration Policies, many 
are “renewing” their current Policies with only smaller 
changes. We have seen amongst the companies in the 
FTSE SmallCap which put their Remuneration Policy to 
vote in the 2018 AGM season, a number of companies 
changing only finer details of their Remuneration Policies 

in order to comply with the recommendations of some 
institutional shareholders and proxy guidance services, such 
as introducing deferral of a portion of the annual bonus, 
introducing or lengthening holding periods for long-term 
incentives and introducing or increasing share ownership 
guidelines for Executive Directors.

Following the end of the first “three-year cycle” of Remuneration Policies for the 
majority of companies in 2017, far fewer companies are putting Remuneration Policies 
to vote in the 2018 AGM season. Nonetheless, the 2018 AGM season has been busy for 
companies, institutional shareholders and proxy guidance services, with ever-increasing 
levels of media coverage around executive remuneration and a number of high-profile 
cases making headlines in recent months.
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Blue

Amber

Red

Proxy guidance services

To enable a better understanding of how pay is being 
perceived by shareholders, we analyse the voting guidance 
distributed by the two main advisory voting services:

• IVIS – the proxy guidance arm of the Investment 
Association (“IA”). IVIS does not make voting 
recommendations, but awards each annual report a Blue 
Top, an Amber Top or a Red Top to indicate whether there 
are any issues which require shareholders’ attention. An 
Amber Top indicates some breach of the IA’s guidelines 
(which is material but not necessarily a cause for 
significant concern) and a Red Top (being its most severe 
warning) indicates a significant breach of the guidelines. 
In rare situations, IVIS awards a Green Top, indicating that 
there was a cause for concern which has subsequently 
been clarified with the company.

• ISS –Institutional Shareholder Services. ISS makes voting 
recommendations to its members (either a For, Against 
or Abstain recommendation). Over the last few years, 
ISS has indicated that it has been issuing fewer Abstain 
recommendations than has previously been the case.

The following two charts show the voting guidance 
distributed by IVIS and ISS; these each present a separate 
analysis for each resolution so, for the 2018 AGM season, 
we have shown these separately. On a historic basis, we 
have shown the most critical of the recommendations for 
the Remuneration Policy and the Remuneration Report 
resolutions, i.e. a company which receives a Blue Top for its 
Policy and an Amber Top for its Report will show as Amber.
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Support for the (binding) Remuneration Policy resolution 2018

Including Abstentions

Excluding Abstentions

Voting outcomes for remuneration resolutions

Remuneration resolutions are “ordinary resolutions,” 
meaning that they require 50% of votes cast to be in 
favour in order to pass. These calculations do not include 
abstentions. In order to see the full picture, our analysis 
below calculates the level of support both excluding and 
including abstentions.

The charts below present the voting outcomes at the 
2018 AGM season so far (once again, this represents the 
majority of the FTSE SmallCap, although there are a few 
companies yet to hold their AGMs). The first chart shows 
the level of support for the binding Remuneration Policy 
resolution (where such a resolution has been put to a vote) 
and the second shows the level of support for the advisory 
Remuneration Report resolution.

The two graphs highlight some interesting points:

• IVIS has awarded a Red Top for either the Remuneration 
Policy or Remuneration Report resolution to 17% of 
companies in the FTSE SmallCap in the AGM season so 
far. It has also continued to give a significant number 
of companies an Amber Top (43% of companies for 
either the Remuneration Policy or Remuneration Report), 
meaning that only 40% of companies have received a 
Blue Top for all pay resolutions, compared with 29% last 
year and 41% and 37% in the FTSE 100 and FTSE 250 
respectively.

• With such a significant number of companies receiving an 
Amber Top, we believe this actually devalues the coding. 
We have seen 60% of the FTSE SmallCap flagged as 
breaching some element of the IA’s policy on either the 
Remuneration Policy or Remuneration Report, meaning 
that there is no differentiation between a minor breach 
of a technical point and a more significant breach of 
one of the IA’s key principles (unless deemed significant 

enough to merit a Red Top). This makes it difficult to take 
an Amber Top too seriously, despite press commentary 
sometimes referring to an Amber Top as cause for a 
“revolt”. Indeed, there is not always a direct correlation 
between even a Red Top and the actual voting result, with 
some arrangements which have proved more contentious 
with investors having received an Amber Top.

• Support levels from ISS are lower than in the 2017 AGM 
season, with 73% of companies in the FTSE SmallCap 
receiving a “For” recommendation for all remuneration 
resolutions. 24% of companies received an “Against” 
recommendation in the 2018 AGM season so far, a 
significant increase from 15% last year and 13% and 
19% in the FTSE 100 and FTSE 250 respectively. A 
small number (3%) of companies received an “Abstain” 
recommendation. Our analysis shows that an ISS 
“Against” does more closely align with the voting out-
turn (on average c.20-25% voting against).
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Support for the (advisory) Remuneration Report resolution 2018

Including Abstentions

Excluding Abstentions

This demonstrates that, on the whole, support for AGM 
remuneration resolutions has been strong, with the majority 
receiving over 90% of votes ‘For’. However, the data 
highlights some interesting points.

• In the FTSE SmallCap, there have been only four incidents 
in the 2018 AGM season so far of a binding resolution to 
approve a Remuneration Policy receiving fewer than 80% 
of votes in favour. This shows a generally strong level of 
support among shareholders.

• 53% of Remuneration Policy resolutions and 60% of 
Remuneration Report resolutions received over 95% of 
votes in favour among the FTSE SmallCap this year. Even 
if abstentions are aggregated with votes against, this 
becomes 50% and 52% respectively.

• There have been a number of instances of significant 
dissent among remuneration resolutions for FTSE 
SmallCap companies this year, with one company losing 
the advisory vote on its Remuneration Report. A further 
two companies received less than 60% support for 
remuneration resolutions.

It is worth noting that any company which receives a 
significant vote against its Remuneration Policy and/or 
Report is required under the DRR Regulations to explain in 
the next DRR the reasons for the significant vote against, 
as far as is known, and any actions taken in response to 
those concerns. “Significant” was not actually defined but 

is often interpreted to mean around 20% (and the revised 
UK Corporate Governance Code defines “significant” at 
this level), with some commentators increasingly suggesting 
that abstentions should be aggregated with votes against 
for these purposes, despite that not being the strict legal 
position. Six of the ten companies which received less 
than 80% support for either the policy or implementation 
report last year (and have since reported) have commented 
on its response to the dissent. Comments either feature 
prominently in the Chairman’s letter or in the Statement of 
Shareholder Voting section in the remuneration report. Any 
company receiving more than 20% of votes against any 
resolution (not necessarily related to remuneration) is now 
included on the IA Register.

Any company which has its Remuneration Report voted 
down is obliged to put its Remuneration Policy to a binding 
shareholder vote in the following year if it has not done so 
at the AGM in question. As commented above, so far one 
FTSE SmallCap company has had its Remuneration Report 
voted down in the 2018 AGM season and no companies 
had their Remuneration Policies voted down. 

Consulting with institutional shareholders and the proxy 
guidance services can be a challenge for Remuneration 
Committees. FIT’s partners have decades of experience 
supporting Remuneration Committees through this process.
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Base Salary

Setting base salary at an appropriate level is very important, 
with much scrutiny from institutional investors and proxy 
guidance services over any increases. It is important always 
to consider base salary in the context of the remuneration 

package as a whole, as an increase to base salary can often 
flow through into pension, annual bonus opportunity and 
the value of long-term incentive awards.

The tables below present a quartile analysis of Executive 
Directors’ base salaries in the FTSE SmallCap.

Base salary is a particularly important element of executive remuneration as it forms the 
basis for most other aspects of an Executive Director’s remuneration package (as other 
elements of the remuneration package are often expressed as a percentage of base salary).

The median base salary levels for CEOs have increased by 
2.3% in the FTSE SmallCap as a whole, with the median 
base salary level for CFOs increasing by a little under 8%. 
The median percentage increases shown below are lower, 
as the figures above are impacted by changes in the sample 
of companies and of incumbent, with newly appointed 
Executive Directors being recruited on higher base salaries 
than their predecessors.

The DRR Regulations require every element of the 
Remuneration Policy to be capped, either in absolute terms 
or otherwise. Some companies express a cap on base  
salaries as a maximum increase in the year (for example, 
“base salaries will not ordinarily increase by more than the 
average for other employees in the company”), but often

leave the flexibility to allow greater increases in certain 
situations, for example a material change in responsibilities or 
to allow the company to recruit an inexperienced Executive 
Director on a below-market base salary and to move this 
towards a more competitive level over time.

The majority of companies (c.80%) do not include salary 
caps although, of the companies in the FTSE SmallCap which 
disclose a cap on salaries, 71% now apply a “hard” cap, 
meaning that they have disclosed an absolute monetary 
figure, a percentage increase or a pre-defined benchmark 
which cannot be exceeded. The remainder apply a “soft” 
cap, meaning that they will usually be bound by the cap,  
but that the company retains the flexibility to exceed this  
in certain circumstances.

The table below presents a quartile analysis of the levels of 
salary increase for the year.

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £482 £325 £332 £500 £327 £349 £438 £293 £303

Median £427 £278 £278 £452 £304 £291 £376 £243 £252

Lower Quartile £370 £243 £211 £407 £263 £230 £307 £200 £195

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £496 £334 £305 £512 £348 £361 £447 £300 £288

Median £437 £300 £277 £460 £316 £292 £383 £256 £231

Lower Quartile £380 £246 £215 £408 £278 £239 £323 £220 £210

Base salary 2017/18 (£’000)

Base salary 2016/17 (£’000)
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 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Median 2.0% 2.5% 2.0% 2.0% 2.5% 2.0% 2.0% 2.5% 1.0%

Lower Quartile 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Base salary increases (%)
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Base salary increases in the top half of the FTSE SmallCap

Base salary increases in the bottom half of the FTSE SmallCap

This analysis reflects a matched sample and so ignores 
cases where there has been a change in incumbent. Of the 
executives who were awarded a salary increase, the greatest 
proportion fell in the 2%-3% range, suggesting that the 
most common level of salary increase was broadly in line 
with inflation.

We believe that the continued high prevalence of 
salary freezes is, to some extent, influenced by ongoing 
shareholder scrutiny of pay quantum. Any increase in salary 
now must be adequately justified to shareholders and 
increases above salary inflation for the wider workforce are, 
in our view, likely to become rare and limited to instances 
where a correctional increase is demonstrably warranted.

Indeed, such a focus on salary inflation is having a negative 
and unforeseen consequence on pay inflation more 
generally; some companies which would prefer to break 
the annual pay review cycle and simply award increases, for 
example, every three years are finding that the award of a 
modest, annual increase is less likely to attract criticism than 
a higher increase following a triennial review.

Internal, as well as external, factors play a key role in the 
setting of remuneration levels, with internal relativities 
being an important input into a remuneration review. The 
following table analyses the relationship between the salary 
of the CEO and the other directors. The table displays a 
quartile analysis of the relationship between the CFO’s / 
average of the Other Executive Directors’ base salaries and 
that of the CEO on a company-by-company basis.

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CFO OD CFO OD CFO OD

Upper Quartile 73% 78% 75% 78% 71% 75%

Median 67% 64% 67% 64% 66% 63%

Lower Quartile 62% 54% 62% 55% 62% 49%

Base salary expressed as a % of CEO base salary

CEO

CFO

OD

CEO

CFO

OD

In the FTSE SmallCap, 36% of CEOs did not receive salary 
increases in the year, with 31% of CFOs and 48% of Other 
Executive Directors receiving no increase to their base 

salaries. The following charts show that salary freezes were 
more common in the top half of the FTSE SmallCap than 
the bottom half and that above-inflationary salary increases 
remain rare.
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Pension
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The charts below show the types of plans provided to 
Executive Directors in the top and bottom halves of the 
FTSE SmallCap.

The uncapped liability resulting from operating defined benefit pension schemes has led 
to their steady decline over recent years. Recent tax changes, resulting in a tax liability 
for annual contributions valued at more than £10,000 and the reduction in the lifetime 
allowance to £1 million, have further moved market practice towards offering a cash 
alternative to at least part of the pension.

Defined benefit arrangements are typically worth 
significantly more than defined contribution arrangements, 
with the annual value based on the accrual rate and age 
of the individual. Accrual of defined benefit pensions is 
now extremely uncommon, with only a few legacy cases 
remaining in the FTSE SmallCap.

The table below presents a quartile analysis of the value 
of pension provision (excluding those in a wholly defined 
benefit scheme) as a percentage of base salary.

Recent guidelines from the IA (and subsequently from 
other institutional investors and proxy guidance services) 
ask companies to justify any premium in these percentages 
to the rate offered to staff more generally. The revised UK 
Corporate Governance Code includes a statement that 
pension contributions for executive directors should be 
“aligned with those available to the workforce”. 

We have begun to see some movement on this, although 
this is most often through a commitment to reduce pension 
provision on recruitment rather than reducing levels for 
incumbents. As the differential is typically higher among 
the largest companies, this would generally have a greater 
impact among FTSE 100 companies, say, than among 
companies in the FTSE SmallCap.

Types of pension in the top half of the  
FTSE SmallCap

Types of pension in the bottom half of the 
FTSE SmallCap

Pension provision 2017/18 (% of base salary)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 20% 18% 18% 20% 18% 20% 18% 18% 18%

Median 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

Lower Quartile 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 14% 7% 10% 8%
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Annual bonus opportunity

Maximum annual bonus opportunity 2017/18 (% of base salary)

Maximum annual bonus opportunity 2016/17 (% of base salary)

Target annual bonus level 2017/18 (% of maximum)

While a small number of companies operate uncapped 
“profit pool” bonuses, the vast majority of companies in the 
FTSE SmallCap determine a maximum bonus opportunity as 
a percentage of salary for each Executive Director.  

A portion of the annual bonus becomes payable following 
the year end, subject to performance measures and, often, 
continued employment, with a part of the annual bonus 
often deferred into shares for a number of years.

As many companies pay annual bonuses in a combination 
of cash and deferred shares, it is important to consider the 
total award level in aggregate. The tables below present 

a quartile analysis of the total maximum annual bonus 
opportunity as a percentage of salary.

The following table shows a quartile analysis of the annual 
bonus levels payable for achieving target performance, 

as a percentage of maximum opportunity (where this is 
disclosed).

The median target annual bonus level is 50% of maximum 
opportunity. The tables below present a quartile analysis of 
absolute target annual bonus levels. This analysis uses the 
disclosed target bonus level where this exists and is disclosed 
(36% of the FTSE SmallCap) and assumes the 

median of 50% of maximum where the actual level is not 
disclosed. Where neither a target bonus level nor a maximum 
opportunity is disclosed, the single figure annual bonus  
(being the annual bonus paid with respect to performance  
in the previous year) is assumed to be the on-target level.

Annual Bonus

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 150% 125% 125% 150% 125% 150% 125% 115% 100%

Median 106% 100% 100% 125% 110% 120% 100% 100% 100%

Lower Quartile 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 71%

An overwhelming majority of Executive Directors in the FTSE SmallCap are eligible  
to receive an annual bonus, subject to performance in the year. Annual bonuses are 
typically paid partly in cash following the year end, with the balance deferred into  
shares in the company.

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 150% 125% 125% 150% 125% 125% 120% 100% 100%

Median 100% 100% 100% 125% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Lower Quartile 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 94%

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

Median 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%

Lower Quartile 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%
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Under the DRR Regulations, companies are required to 
disclose the monetary value of any annual bonus which has 
been awarded based on performance in the relevant year. 
This includes the value of any cash bonus paid and 

the face value of any deferred shares at the date they  
were determined.

The tables below present a quartile analysis of these  
“single figure” annual bonus values paid.

For CEOs, the median maximum annual bonus opportunity 
is broadly unchanged in the FTSE SmallCap as a whole 
(up from 100% of salary to 106% of salary); absolute 
target annual bonus levels increased by 3.4%. The levels of 
annual bonus actually paid increased by 10.6% for CEOs, 
partly reflecting slightly higher outturns as a percentage 
of maximum in the year. We noted last year that the 
differential between bonus paid to CEOs in the top half of 
the FTSE SmallCap and the bottom half had widened, with 
the median bonus paid to CEOs in the top half 137% higher 
than in the bottom half in 2016. In 2017, this differential 
was maintained, with the median annual bonus for CEOs 

in the top half of the FTSE SmallCap 131% higher than in 
the bottom half.

In addition to the value of annual bonus paid, the DRR 
Regulations also require companies to disclose the annual 
bonus awarded to the CEO as a percentage of the maximum 
annual bonus opportunity in the year, currently over a 
period of nine years. From next year, this disclosure will be 
made over a ten-year rolling period.

The chart below shows a quartile analysis of the levels of 
annual bonus paid as a percentage of maximum over the 
period. Annual bonus outturns have consistently over the 
period than those seen in the FTSE 350.

Target annual bonus level 2017/18 (£’000)

Single figure annual bonus paid 2017/18 (£’000

Single figure annual bonus paid 2016/17 (£’000)

Target annual bonus level 2016/17 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £348 £213 £199 £370 £224 £261 £264 £170 £144

Median £241 £161 £139 £299 £180 £175 £200 £134 £118

Lower Quartile £198 £123 £106 £220 £132 £125 £153 £110 £85

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £433 £246 £204 £460 £303 £260 £281 £188 £188

Median £250 £148 £78 £368 £206 £86 £159 £109 £64

Lower Quartile £66 £13 £0 £165 £122 £0 £0 £0 £0

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £367 £245 £228 £394 £265 £248 £255 £151 £147

Median £226 £151 £128 £327 £212 £141 £138 £83 £94

Lower Quartile £35 £50 £11 £99 £99 £25 £0 £0 £0

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £353 £213 £207 £384 £232 £212 £233 £153 £145

Median £233 £150 £137 £292 £188 £165 £197 £124 £134

Lower Quartile £194 £122 £110 £217 £131 £130 £150 £94 £93
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The practice of investing a portion of the annual bonus 
in exchange for an award of “matching shares” (which 
historically vested subject to continued employment and 
performance targets) has now firmly become minority 
practice in the FTSE SmallCap (see the “Long-Term Incentives” 
section), with a portion of an Executive Director’s annual 
bonus now typically invested into shares without a matching 
element. These shares are typically released after 3 years 
(the “deferral period”). A small minority of companies defer 
a portion of the annual bonus as cash, simply deferring 
payment of the cash amount until the end of the deferral 
period.

In the FTSE SmallCap, 63% of companies now operate 
some deferral on at least a part of the annual bonus, a slight 
increase from 59% last year. This is less than in the FTSE 350,

 

largely due to the typically lower quantum of awards; among 
companies whose Executive Directors have a maximum  
bonus opportunity of more than 100% of salary, 73% of 
companies operate bonus deferral. The portion of the annual 
bonus which is deferred is often determined as a percentage 
of the total bonus earned (for example, 50% of any annual 
bonus payable is deferred into shares), although a significant 
number of companies in the FTSE SmallCap defer any bonus 
in excess of a particular amount (for example, any bonus 
in excess of 100% of salary is deferred into shares). It is, 
therefore, important when analysing the percentage of annual 
bonus which is deferred to look at deferral at both target  
and maximum performance levels. The following tables 
present a quartile analysis of the percentage of annual bonus 
which is compulsorily deferred. The first table includes all 
companies, whereas the second includes only those which 
operate deferral.

Deferral

Levels of annual bonus paid (% of maximum)

Compulsory deferral – including all companies (% of annual bonus)

Compulsory deferral – including companies which operate deferral  
only (% of annual bonus) 

 Target level Maximum level

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 35% 35% 38% 40% 40% 43%

Median 0% 0% 0% 8% 25% 18%

Lower Quartile 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

 Target level Maximum level

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%

Median 38% 34% 45% 38% 33% 33%

Lower Quartile 31% 30% 31% 33% 30% 25%
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Financial performance measures in annual bonus plans (% of plans)

The DRR Regulations require companies to disclose 
both performance measures for annual bonuses and 
the targets for those measures on a prospective and a 
retrospective basis. Companies may, however, choose not 
to disclose the measures or the targets on the grounds of 
“commercial sensitivity”. Within the FTSE SmallCap, more 
full retrospective disclosure of performance measures 
and targets is becoming common, with around 90% of 
companies now disclosing the measures and (at least 
some) targets, although virtually all companies still use 
the “commercial sensitivity” carve-out to avoid making 
thorough disclosures on a prospective basis.

If no commitment is made to disclose the targets in future 
years, investors and proxy services are increasingly less likely 
to accept this lack of disclosure. Where companies have 
decided that the disclosure of performance measures and/or 
targets is commercially sensitive, many institutional investors 
and proxy guidance services now expect a statement 
outlining when the targets will cease to be commercially 
sensitive and a commitment that that company will disclose 
them at this time.

Previously, we have considered “full disclosure” of targets 
to refer to the disclosure of both the threshold and 
maximum performance levels required under each financial 
performance measure. In 2016, the IA stated that it would 

expect companies to disclose the threshold, target and 
maximum performance levels for each financial measure, 
a view which was later reiterated by ISS. Consequently, we 
redefined what we mean by “full disclosure” to require all 
three targets.

48% of companies in the FTSE SmallCap now fully disclose 
the targets for all financial measures on a retrospective 
basis; 55% of companies disclose at least an “on-target” 
level of performance and 72% of companies disclose at 
least the threshold and maximum targets for all financial 
measures.

Last year’s AGM season also saw increased focus on the 
disclosure of non-financial objectives and, in particular, 
personal objectives. This trend has continued, with 
companies now expected to make more detailed disclosures 
of non-financial objectives, their links to strategy and 
achievement against these objectives.

It is common for companies to use multiple performance 
measures for the annual bonus, with companies typically 
using at least three (often with different weightings).

The chart below provides a breakdown of the financial 
performance measures used in annual bonus plans. As can 
be seen, the most commonly disclosed financial measures 
are Group profit, cashflow and revenue.
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Non-financial performance measures in annual bonus plans (% of plans)

A little over 75% of FTSE SmallCap companies use non-
financial performance measures within their annual 
bonuses. When non-financial measures are used, they tend 
to represent around 20-30% of the bonus opportunity (i.e. 
70-80% is linked to financial performance). These non-
financial measures are commonly expressed as “personal 
targets” and “strategic objectives”.

Common non-financial performance measures include 
the delivery of employee and customer measures, health 
& safety and risk measures. The chart below provides a 
breakdown of the most commonly disclosed non-financial 
measures.

Overall, the data indicates considerable variety in the 
measures employed, in contrast to long-term incentive plans 
where the two most common measures, Total Shareholder 
Return and Earnings Per Share, tend to dominate (see 

the “Long-Term Incentives” section). This suggests that 
companies are more willing to tailor the measures in their 
annual bonus plans to their unique circumstances and 
strategic objectives.

Companies almost unanimously include provisions for 
malus and/or clawback in their annual bonus plans, i.e. the 
ability to withhold or reclaim (respectively) values delivered 
under the annual bonus under certain circumstances. Such 
circumstances typically include the company becoming 
aware of material facts which would lead to the view that 

the annual bonus outcome should have been different, 
or circumstances coming to light which would justify the 
company’s summary dismissal of an individual. Following 
high-profile cases in the press during the year, a number 
of companies are reviewing and updating their malus and 
clawback provisions.
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Long-Term Incentives

LTIs can be structured in a number of ways, all of which 
carry both advantages and disadvantages. In spite of the 
overwhelming proportion of FTSE SmallCap companies 
utilising performance shares, we do not believe that a PSP is 

the best choice for all companies (although they may remain 
appropriate for many) and we continue to believe that other 
LTI structures may have merit for certain companies.

Despite calls for companies to be given more freedom to operate more bespoke pay 
arrangements and to implement pay structures which are more appropriate for each 
company’s business plan and circumstances, long-term incentives (“LTIs”) in the FTSE 
SmallCap remain overwhelmingly structured as Performance Share Plans, with 81% of 
companies making awards of performance shares.

We categorise the LTI structures as follows:

• Performance Share Plans (“PSPs”) – performance 
shares, in the form of free shares or nil- or nominal-
cost options, vest at the end of a set time period 
(the “performance period”) to the extent to which 
performance measures are satisfied and subject to 
continued employment. Participants receive the whole 
value of any vested shares.

• Pre-Grant Share Plans (“PGSPs”) – the grant of pre-
grant performance shares is dependent on performance 
measures over a period prior to grant (the “performance 
period”), with shares vesting at the end of a set time 
period (the “vesting period”) subject only to continued 
employment. Participants receive the whole value of any 
vested shares.

• Share Option Plans (“SOPs”) –share options, granted 
with an exercise price based on the market price at grant, 
vest at the end of the performance period to the extent 
to which performance measures are satisfied and subject 
to continued employment. Share options typically remain 
exercisable for a set period of time (the “exercise period”). 
Participants receive only the increase in value of any 
vested shares above the exercise price.

• Matching Share Plans (“MSPs”) – an amount 
is invested in shares (“investment shares”) by the 
participant, either out of the participant’s own funds 
or through the deferral of a portion of his or her 
annual bonus, and matching shares are granted at a 
set ratio (for example, 2 matching shares for every 1 
investment share). Matching shares vest at the end of the 
performance period to the extent to which performance 
measures are satisfied and subject both to continued 
employment and the continued holding of the investment 
shares. Investment shares are not ordinarily forfeitable. 
Participants receive the whole value of any vested shares.

• Restricted Share Plans (“RSPs”) – restricted shares, in 
the form of free shares or nil- or nominal-cost options, 
vest at the end of a set time period (the “vesting period”) 
subject only to continued employment. Participants 
receive the whole value of any vested shares.

• Other LTI structures – other structures include Value 
Creation Plans, which are typically one-off, end-to-end 
plans under which the participant receives a share of 
the upside in any value generated for shareholders, or 
Cash Plans, in which an award over a set amount of cash 
is made which pays out at the end of the performance 
period, to the extent to which performance measures are 
satisfied and subject to continued employment.
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Long-Term Incentives available to Executive Directors (% of companies) 

The chart below shows a breakdown of the LTI structures 
used by companies in the FTSE SmallCap.

Awards over “traditional” performance shares are made 
by the overwhelming majority of companies in the FTSE 
SmallCap, continuing the trend seen in recent years. We have 
begun to see some movement towards the introduction of 
more “bespoke” pay arrangements, although these currently 
remain only a small minority of plans.

One variation on a traditional PSP is to make awards based 
on performance prior to grant and then to determine 
vesting based only on continued performance. While we 
have not identified any companies in the FTSE SmallCap 
which currently makes awards of pre-grant performance 
shares, we note that some deferred bonus arrangements 
could be categorised in this way. Such awards may become 
more common over the next few years, with more flexibility 
typically allowed when setting and disclosing performance 
measures and targets and a greater ability for Remuneration 
Committees to judge performance “in the round”. That 
said, as these plans become more established, this flexibility 
may be reduced, and greater scrutiny may be applied. There 
are also implications around recruitment which need to be 
considered when making such awards; if the company has 
faced a few challenging years and results have been lower 
than expected, potential recruits will not attribute much 

value to the Pre-Grant Share Plan as they will expect either 
no award or a lower award to be granted.

Share Option Plans have made up only a small minority of 
LTIs in the FTSE SmallCap for many years now. While share 
options have certain advantages over performance shares 
(mainly that share options only deliver value to participants if 
the share price increases beyond the exercise price so cannot 
be seen to “reward failure”), only one FTSE SmallCap 
company awards share options to its Executive Directors.

The use of matching shares has been discouraged by 
institutional investors and proxy guidance services in 
recent years, in part because MSPs have historically been 
used in conjunction with a PSP. Calls for “simplicity” have 
often been interpreted as calls for companies to operate 
only one LTI, with the combination of a PSP and an MSP 
(which can be structured so as to replicate a PSP but with 
reduced grant levels following poor results which have 
resulted in a low annual bonus outcome) being seen as 
“complicated”. Awards are now made to Executive Directors 
under Matching Share Plans in only three FTSE SmallCap 
companies.
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Following support in principle from a number of institutional 
investors and proxy guidance services, we have begun 
to see some movement towards restricted share awards 
for Executive Directors, with two companies in the FTSE 
SmallCap making awards over restricted shares to Executive 
Directors. This report solely covers practice for Main Board 
Directors; in our experience, a significant minority of 
companies operate RSPs for below-Board Executives. We 
have assisted numerous companies with the roll-out of such 
arrangements below-Board and we anticipate this trend 
continuing. We suspect that shareholders will increasingly 
be supportive of further proposals as investors think through 
their view on such plans, although these may require 
performance underpins and/or a higher level of discount 
from PSP award levels than the 50% originally suggested by 
the ERWG.

An alternative to the long-term structures listed above 
is that of removing long-term incentives altogether and 
consolidating the LTI quantum in to the annual bonus to 
create a plan with a significant portion of the annual bonus 
deferred into shares which we refer to as a “Combined Plan”. 
A FIT partner helped to pioneer this type of remuneration 
structure for Kingfisher in 2002.

The overriding theme of the ERWG report which reignited 
the debate around long-term pay structures is that both 
companies and shareholders should adopt more flexible 
thinking in how executive pay – and in particular, long-term 
incentive pay – is structured. We have argued for greater 
innovation for a number of years and we echo this sentiment.

Value of LTI awards

Although only a limited number of companies operate more 
than one LTI, to determine overall award levels it is important 
to consider the aggregate value of awards to be granted in a 
given year under all plans.

The tables below present a quartile analysis of the face value 
of awards under PSPs to Executive Directors. Other types of 
plan, including share options, matching shares and restricted 
shares, have been included on a “PSP-equivalent” basis, 
being the PSP face value which would result in an equivalent 
“fair value”.

The following tables present a quartile analysis of the total 
fair value of LTIs which are awarded to Executive Directors 

under all LTI structures, including performance shares, share 
options, matching shares and restricted shares.

Face value of PSP awards 2017/18 (% of base salary)

Face value of PSP awards 2016/17 (% of base salary)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 150% 150% 150% 200% 150% 165% 150% 150% 150%

Median 135% 120% 100% 150% 125% 100% 125% 100% 100%

Lower Quartile 100% 100% 81% 100% 100% 90% 100% 100% 80%

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 150% 150% 150% 150% 150% 150% 150% 150% 131%

Median 125% 100% 100% 136% 115% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Lower Quartile 100% 100% 75% 100% 100% 82% 100% 100% 59%
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Under the DRR Regulations, companies are required to 
disclose the monetary value of LTIs which have vested 
based on performance periods ending in the relevant year. 
This includes the impact of share price movements and 
any dividends accrued up to the date of vesting or, if later, 
exercise (while many companies traditionally permitted 
participants to continue to accrue the benefit of dividends 
on outstanding awards, guidelines from ISS state that such 
accrual should cease from the point at which the participant 
is first able to exercise the award, which has led to this 
quickly becoming the norm).

The tables below present a quartile analysis of these “single 
figure” LTI values of vested long-term incentives. We have 
included “long servers” only, being Executive Directors who 
have been in the same position at the company for at least 
three years. The logic for this is that the majority of LTIs 
have a 3-year performance period, meaning that anyone 
who joined within those three years would (unless holding 
buy-out awards with shorter performance periods which 
expired) have a zero in the LTI column.

Fair value of LTI awards 2017/18 (£’000)

Fair value of LTI awards 2016/17 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £421 £250 £209 £549 £287 £238 £336 £205 £181

Median £299 £182 £168 £337 £205 £177 £246 £171 £126

Lower Quartile £220 £141 £108 £254 £154 £117 £201 £130 £103

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £375 £225 £215 £413 £252 £274 £301 £202 £173

Median £259 £173 £155 £318 £182 £160 £231 £150 £121

Lower Quartile £203 £132 £100 £224 £142 £101 £193 £114 £90

The median face values of LTIs for CEOs have increased by 
10% of salary and by 20% of salary for CFOs in the FTSE 
SmallCap as a whole. The fair values of LTIs are 15.4% and 
5.2% higher for CEOs and CFOs respectively, partly driven 
by changes in the sample.

As with the annual bonus, the DRR Regulations additionally 
require companies to disclose the number of LTI shares 
vesting to the CEO as a percentage of the maximum number 
which could have vested over a period of nine years. From 
next year onwards, this disclosure will be made over a ten-
year rolling period.

Single figure LTI vesting 2017/18 (£’000)

Single figure LTI vesting 2016/17 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £185 £246 £65 £357 £314 £228 £138 £99 £0

Median £0 £33 £0 £0 £227 £53 £0 £19 £0

Lower Quartile £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £268 £258 £147 £353 £318 £413 £150 £48 £25

Median £0 £2 £0 £4 £83 £51 £0 £0 £0

Lower Quartile £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
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The chart below shows a quartile analysis of LTI vesting as 
a percentage of maximum over the period. While the non-
zero median level of vesting shown below does not reflect 
the single figure LTI vesting shown above, this is as a result 

of a small number of Chief Executives who did not have an 
LTI due to vest in the year despite having been in-post for 
three years or more (and hence were shown as £0 above 
but excluded from the analysis below).

Levels of LTI vesting (% of maximum)

LTI vesting schedules

Performance periods have historically been three years 
for PSPs. Some institutional investors and proxy guidance 
services have argued that this is not sufficiently “long-term” 
and now expect longer periods before awards become 
realisable.

So far, we have seen little movement towards performance 
periods which are longer than three years, although an 
increasing number of plans have now incorporated a post-
vesting “retention period” (where an award remains 

forfeitable on resignation) and/or a post-vesting “holding 
period” (where an award has fully vested but the participant 
is either not free to exercise the award or has committed 
not to sell the vested shares for the length of the period, 
net of tax). Detailed disclosure of the precise nature of the 
holding or retention periods is often not sufficient to reliably 
distinguish between the two from public disclosures so, for 
the analysis below, we do not differentiate between the two 
and refer to both as “holding periods”. In practice, most are 
holding periods, i.e. not contingent on further employment.
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Performance measures in PSPs

Number of performance measures in PSPs (% of plans)

There has been much debate surrounding the performance 
measures which best support the company strategy and the 
long-term success of the company. Total Shareholder Return 
(“TSR”) remains the most common performance measure 
for PSPs in the FTSE SmallCap, with 73% using TSR as either 
a single metric or as one of several.

Almost all of these companies set relative (as opposed to 
absolute) TSR targets. It is most common to measure TSR 
against a comparator group of companies with vesting 
between, for example, median and upper quartile ranks. 
Less common is the use of TSR measured against an index of 
comparator companies with vesting between, for example, 
TSR equal to the index and TSR in excess of the index by 8% 
per annum, although a significant number of companies do 
use this approach. The following chart shows the comparator 
groups / indices against which relative TSR is measured.

64% of FTSE SmallCap companies’ LTIs now have a 
combined performance period and additional retention or 
holding period meaning that awards are not fully realisable 

until at least 5 years following grant, an increase from  
56% last year. This compares with around 80% in both  
the FTSE 100 and FTSE 250.

Measuring long-term performance

The selection of performance measures is key to the success 
of any long-term incentive. Investors are increasingly 
looking to see a clear link between performance measures 
and corporate strategy, with companies under pressure to 
demonstrate this link explicitly in the DRR. A balance must 
also be realised between the use of multiple measures 
to link more directly to strategy and the company’s KPIs, 
simplicity and line-of-sight for the participant and a genuine 
link to performance.

A large number of discrete performance measures could 
result in stable “average” vesting levels each year as 
some measures vest in full and others lapse, making very 

high rewards for exceptional performance or very low 
/ nil rewards for below-target performance less likely. 
Meanwhile, the use of a sole performance measure can 
incentivise Executive Directors to focus only on that one 
measure, possibly at the expense of other metrics which 
may be important to the company’s strategy.

The chart below shows the number of performance 
measures used in PSPs in the FTSE SmallCap. The majority  
of FTSE SmallCap companies use two performance 
measures, while almost 30% use only one measure.  
We have also seen an increase in companies using four  
or more performance measures.
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In the FTSE SmallCap, it is by far most common to measure 
TSR against a pan sector index group, most likely because 
this is a wide enough group that it is not overly influenced 
by any particular sector. In certain sectors, particularly real 
estate, it is more common to use a sector index or bespoke 
peer group.

After TSR, Earnings Per Share (“EPS”) is the next most 
common performance measure for PSPs in the FTSE 
SmallCap with 69% of companies using EPS as either a 
single measure in conjunction with another measure. 93% 
of plans use either TSR or EPS to some extent, with 37% 
measuring PSP performance against a combination of TSR 
and EPS only.

As a result of the discussion encompassing the effectiveness 
of performance measures and whether these are truly 
aligned to a company’s strategy, the vast majority of 
companies have introduced other performance measures 
alongside TSR or EPS. 42% of companies use “other” 
performance measures, broadly unchanged from last year, 
while 7% solely use “other” performance measures.

The chart below shows a breakdown of the “other” 
performance measures used. The percentages shown are 
the percentage of plans, i.e. the total constitutes the 42%  
of plans which use “other” performance measures.

FTSE SmallCap Top Half

FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half
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Sector-specific measures incorporate those which are 
common within certain sectors, but which would not be 
used more broadly, such as Total Property Return within 
real estate.

Given the current executive remuneration landscape, and 
the increasing demand for “pay for performance” and a 

remuneration strategy which is clearly aligned with the 
success of the company, we envisage that the move to 
a broader range of performance measures (other than 
the standard TSR and EPS measures) is likely to continue. 
Indeed, supporting companies when considering the most 
appropriate measures is often a significant part of the  
advice which we provide to clients.

Targets for Vesting

The setting of performance targets can be particularly 
challenging for long-term incentives, requiring companies 
to set targets typically three years ahead which will 
remain both stretching and achievable under ordinary 
circumstances. In addition to supporting companies in the 
selection of performance measures, we support numerous 
companies in the process of target setting.

The median level of vesting at the “start to earn” threshold 
is 25% of maximum. This has not changed significantly over 
recent years, despite calls from a number of shareholders  
for this to fall.

Within the FTSE SmallCap, TSR is measured almost 
exclusively on a relative basis; 18% of companies using TSR 
as a performance measure use absolute targets, more than 
we see in the FTSE 350. 71% of TSR measures are relative 
to a comparator group on a ranked basis, with median 
to upper quartile by far the most common target range. 
The chart below shows the range of targets for threshold 
to maximum vesting. As can be seen, no plan allows for 
vesting for TSR below the median (the 50th percentile).

The remaining 11% of companies measure TSR in excess of 
that of an index. The following chart shows the threshold 
and maximum TSR targets in excess of relevant indices.  

No company in the FTSE SmallCap allows for vesting for  
TSR below that of the relevant index.
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Growth in Earnings Per Share is an important measure of 
underlying performance for many companies. The following 
chart shows the ranges of EPS growth required for threshold 

to maximum vesting in PSPs in the FTSE SmallCap. When 
the target is disclosed as growth in excess of inflation,  
we have assumed average inflation of 2% per annum.

TSR target ranges against a relevant index group for threshold to maximum vesting in PSPs
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It is worth noting that, over the last few years, there has 
been a move away from applying an inflation linkage to 

EPS targets. Within the FTSE SmallCap, only 10% of 
companies which use EPS as a long-term measure now  
link targets to inflation.

Malus and clawback

Companies almost unanimously include provision for malus 
and/or clawback in their long-term plans, i.e. the ability to 
withhold or reclaim (respectively) shares or options under 
certain circumstances. Such circumstances typically include 
the company becoming aware of material facts which would 
lead to the view that the LTI outcome should have been 

different, or circumstances coming to light which would 
justify the company’s summary dismissal of an individual. 
Following high-profile cases in the press during the year, 
a number of companies are reviewing and updating their 
malus and clawback provisions.
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Total  
Remuneration
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Examining the value of all of the elements of pay in aggregate 
allows all stakeholders to value a remuneration package. 
When calculating total remuneration, it is important to 
remember that the theoretical values attributed to a package 
and the actual levels of remuneration received by an Executive 
Director are unlikely to be the same. While the actual level of 

total remuneration is dependent on performance outcomes 
for the annual bonus and long-term incentives and (in the 
case of LTIs) share price movements, the theoretical values  
of total remuneration depend only on assumed levels of 
performance outcomes.

Total fixed remuneration 2017/18 (£’000)

When determining the suitability of a remuneration package, or indeed any element 
thereof, it is imperative that the potential levels of total remuneration are considered.  
A modest increase in base salary can result in significant increases in total remuneration 
if the pension contribution, annual bonus opportunity and the face value of long-term 
incentive awards are determined as a percentage of base salary.

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £608 £405 £382 £624 £421 £462 £539 £362 £334

Median £513 £354 £320 £539 £379 £359 £451 £314 £282

Lower Quartile £445 £293 £266 £483 £325 £290 £374 £271 £249

Fixed remuneration

Regardless of performance outcomes, as long as they 
remain in the position, an Executive Director will receive 
their base salary, pension contribution and certain benefits 
in kind (for example, the use of a company car, private 
medical insurance or insurance benefits). In aggregate, we 
consider these to be “fixed remuneration”.

In the year, the value of fixed remuneration is the minimum 
amount that an Executive Director can earn. The table 
below presents a quartile analysis of fixed remuneration  
for Executive Directors in the FTSE SmallCap.

Maximum total variable remuneration opportunity 2017/18 (% of base salary)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 300% 270% 253% 325% 275% 315% 255% 250% 241%

Median 250% 225% 225% 268% 250% 225% 225% 220% 213%

Lower Quartile 205% 200% 188% 225% 200% 200% 200% 200% 154%

Variable remuneration

The maximum variable remuneration opportunity, being 
the aggregate of the maximum annual bonus opportunity 
and the face value of PSP awards, represents the maximum 
percentage of salary which can be awarded to an Executive 
Director and, if all performance measures are satisfied in 
full, the maximum which can be earned in addition to fixed 
remuneration (excluding the impact of share price movements 
and dividend roll-up, which could result in the value of a 
vested LTI being higher than the face value awarded).

The table below presents a quartile analysis of the maximum 
variable remuneration opportunity as a percentage of base 
salary. The median variable pay data is not consistent with 
the sum of the median maximum annual bonus opportunity 
and the median face value of PSP awards, demonstrating 
the importance of considering total remuneration data in 
aggregate as well as data for the individual components of 
pay packages.
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While it is important to consider both total fixed 
remuneration and the maximum variable remuneration 
opportunity, it is most useful to look at the level of total 
remuneration which would be achieved for a target level 
of performance. Total target remuneration is the sum of 

fixed remuneration, the target annual bonus level and the 
fair value of LTIs. See the “Methodology” section for more 
detail around the calculation of total target remuneration.

The tables below show the total target remuneration 
awarded to Executive Directors.

Under the DRR Regulations, companies are required to set 
out the “single figure total remuneration” received by each 
Executive Director. This is the sum of the salary, taxable 
benefits and pension received in the year, the single figure 
annual bonus paid (see the “Annual Bonus” section), the 
single figure LTI vesting (see the “Long-Term Incentives” 
section) and any other remuneration received in the year 
(for example, any value received under all-employee share 
plans).

The tables below present a quartile analysis of the “single 
figure total remuneration” values. As Executive Directors 
who have been in position for fewer than three years are 
unlikely to have had an LTI vesting, we have performed this 
analysis on two bases; “all incumbents” (being all Executive 
Directors who have been in the same position for at least 
one year) and “long servers only” (being all Executive 
Directors who have been in the same position for at least 
three years).

Total target remuneration 2017/18 (£’000)

Total target remuneration 2016/17 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £1,440 £887 £763 £1,503 £953 £949 £1,151 £752 £641

Median £1,118 £732 £608 £1,171 £785 £735 £937 £625 £527

Lower Quartile £905 £578 £490 £1,045 £623 £541 £761 £502 £443

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £1,267 £842 £736 £1,416 £861 £854 £1,047 £707 £656

Median £1,040 £667 £631 £1,136 £742 £698 £879 £566 £595

Lower Quartile £848 £552 £483 £989 £596 £539 £732 £438 £458

Total remuneration
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Single figure total remuneration 2017/18 (£’000) – all incumbents

Single figure total remuneration 2016/17 (£’000) – all incumbents

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £1,186 £714 £629 £1,292 £806 £875 £924 £596 £564

Median £862 £564 £454 £1,026 £638 £508 £727 £484 £446

Lower Quartile £644 £417 £343 £763 £515 £425 £531 £306 £253

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £1,111 £709 £659 £1,273 £809 £812 £946 £538 £596

Median £811 £520 £485 £940 £592 £563 £717 £414 £441

Lower Quartile £529 £385 £353 £638 £462 £375 £469 £339 £307

As can be seen, these single figure total remuneration 
figures for longer servers are lower than the target 
total remuneration, reflecting the significant number of 
companies with no LTI vesting in the year. In both the FTSE 
100 and FTSE 250, the single figure median is higher than 
the target median.

Total target remuneration in the FTSE SmallCap is 7.5% 
higher than last year for CEOs and increased by 9.7%  
for CFOs.

The following tables analyse the relationship between the 
total remuneration (on both a “total target” and a “single 
figure total” basis) of the CEO and the other directors. The 
tables display a quartile analysis of the relationship between 
the CFO’s / average of the Other Executive Directors’ total 
remuneration and that of the CEO on a company-by-
company basis.

Single figure total remuneration 2017/18 (£’000) – long servers only

Single figure total remuneration 2016/17 (£’000) – long servers only

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £1,158 £784 £599 £1,470 £974 £693 £912 £655 £583

Median £846 £621 £452 £980 £698 £476 £727 £513 £449

Lower Quartile £624 £465 £356 £740 £590 £391 £483 £320 £349

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile £1,193 £812 £786 £1,402 £986 £1,006 £914 £612 £651

Median £811 £545 £493 £1,003 £711 £588 £684 £428 £459

Lower Quartile £506 £400 £357 £668 £490 £370 £408 £366 £357
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Balance of remuneration (top half of the FTSE SmallCap)

Balance of remuneration (bottom half of the FTSE SmallCap)

The following charts illustrate the median balance of 
Executive Directors’ remuneration packages at a target  
level of performance.

Total Fixed 
Remuneration

Target annual 
bonus

Fair value of 
LTI awards

Total Fixed 
Remuneration

Target annual 
bonus

Fair value of 
LTI awards

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CFO OD CFO OD CFO OD

Upper Quartile 72% 79% 71% 79% 72% 75%

Median 64% 59% 61% 59% 65% 60%

Lower Quartile 57% 48% 55% 48% 59% 47%

Total target remuneration expressed as a % of CEO total target remuneration

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CFO OD CFO OD CFO OD

Upper Quartile 72% 80% 76% 79% 68% 80%

Median 63% 62% 63% 61% 62% 62%

Lower Quartile 47% 50% 46% 49% 49% 50%

Single figure total remuneration expressed as a % of CEO single figure total remuneration

Other Executive
Directors

Chief Financial
Officer

Chief Executive
Officer

0% 10% 20% 40% 60% 80%30% 50% 70% 90% 100%

Other Executive
Directors

Chief Financial
Officer

Chief Executive
Officer

0% 10% 20% 40% 60% 80%30% 50% 70% 90% 100%
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Share ownership guidelines

Institutional shareholders and proxy guidance services  
now expect companies to operate share ownership 
guidelines (“SOGs”), also known as shareholding guidelines, 
which either encourage or require Executive Directors 
to build a long-term shareholding in their company. This 
principle has now been incorporated into the Corporate 
Governance Code.

The level of shares required to satisfy SOGs is typically 
expressed as a percentage of base salary, with ISS and the 
Pensions and Lifetime Savings Association (“PLSA”), among 
others, now recommending that companies operate SOGs 
of at least 200% of base salary for Executive Directors, 
while some institutions encourage higher levels again. 
92% of the FTSE SmallCap now operate share ownership 
guidelines, and 48% of the FTSE SmallCap has set the level 

of shareholding required to at least 200% of base salary 
for all Executive Directors. 71% of companies in the FTSE 
SmallCap have a share ownership guideline of at least 
200% of salary for the CEO.

Executive Directors typically have a set time period in which 
to build the shareholding, with five years by far the most 
popular time period over which the guideline is expected 
to be met, where a time period is disclosed. An alternative 
approach is to require directors to hold a proportion of any 
shares which vest under the deferred portion of annual 
bonuses and/or under long-term incentives until the 
required level is met.

The following table presents a quartile analysis of the level 
of share ownership that the SOGs require as a percentage  
of base salary.

The shareholding guidelines, as a percentage of salary, are 
200% at median for all Executive Director positions in the 
FTSE SmallCap. This is also the case for companies in the 
FTSE 250. In the FTSE 100, median shareholding guidelines 
are 300% of salary for the CEO and 200% for CFOs and 
Other Executive Directors.

 

Recent institutional guidelines encourage the extension 
of share ownership guidelines for a period post-cessation 
with 50% of the guideline level continuing to apply for two 
years after cessation. At least in part, this may be satisfied 
through the interaction with holding periods on vested 
long-term incentives. We expect this area to develop over 
the coming years.

Share ownership guidelines 2017/18 (% of base salary)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD CEO CFO OD

Upper Quartile 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200%

Median 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 150% 150%

Lower Quartile 150% 100% 100% 200% 100% 113% 100% 100% 100%
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Fees for Chairmen and  
Non-Executive Directors

In addition to the Executive Directors, a company Board 
generally consists of a Chairman (typically a non-executive 
role) and a number of Non-Executive Directors (“NEDs”). 
Particularly for larger companies, one of the NEDs is typically 
appointed as the Senior Independent Director (“SID”), who 
acts as an alternative point of contact to the Chairman when 
such contact may not be appropriate. The Board allocates 
responsibility on certain matters to Board committees which 
are populated by some or all of the NEDs (“committee 
members”), with one member of each committee acting as 
the “committee chairman”.

The most common committees are the Audit Committee, the 
Remuneration Committee and the Nominations Committee. 
Other committees which some companies have include 
committees for Risk, Governance, Investment or Corporate 
Social Responsibility, although these are less common.

The Chairman of the Board may be a member of, or indeed 
act as chairman of, one or more committees. The Chairman 
often acts as the Nominations Committee chairman.

The financial crisis has amplified Non-Executive Directors’ responsibilities and 
accountability, as greater business challenges have arisen. Reputational risk and increased 
regulatory burdens (particularly, but not exclusively, in financial services), have no doubt 
increased the time commitment and pressures associated with non-executive roles.

Increases in total fees

Historically, Non-Executive Directors’ fees (including those 
for Chairmen) were reviewed relatively infrequently (typically 
every third year). There has been a move over the last five 
or so years towards undertaking an annual review, although 
this remains far from universal. Interestingly, there has 
also been pressure over this period to either freeze NED 
fees or to award only inflationary increases in line with the 
outcomes of Executive Director base salary reviews, despite 
increases in the number of days required for working on 
Board business.

This pressure has, in our experience, arisen more from 
internal concerns than from shareholders. We have seen 
Non-Executive Directors resisting significant increases in 
their own fees, conscious that they themselves are taking a 
tougher line on pay for their executive colleagues. However, 
such an approach is not necessarily logical as salary (and the 
impact of inflationary increases) is generally only a relatively 

small part of the total package for an Executive Director, 
whereas fees make up the entirety of pay for NEDs. It 
remains to be seen whether this inflationary trend changes 
going forward, particularly as the rate of prices inflation is 
now on the increase.

Indeed, recent calls for Boards to take greater account 
employees’ views (and those of stakeholders more widely) 
will, no doubt, increase the time commitment required for 
at least some directors, which may well have an inflationary 
impact on fee levels.

The following table presents a quartile analysis of the 
increase in total fees compared with the previous year. 
This analysis includes only cases where there has been an 
increase. 40% of NEDs in the FTSE SmallCap received an 
increase during the year, with 15% of Chairmen receiving  
an increase.
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At median, fee increases for Chairmen and Non-Executive 
Directors are around or slightly ahead of inflationary levels. 
Fee increases are slightly lower than last year at median (at 
2.0% for Chairmen compared with 4.9% last year, 3.4% 

for SIDs compared with 5.8% last year and 2.4% for NEDs 
compared with 2.8% last year).

Total fee increases (%)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 Chair SID NED Chair SID NED Chair SID NED

Upper Quartile 3.4% 9.3% 5.4% 3.1% 15.4% 4.8% 3.5% 9.2% 5.6%

Median 2.0% 3.4% 2.4% 2.0% 3.7% 2.4% 2.0% 3.2% 2.4%

Lower Quartile 1.6% 2.4% 1.3% 1.3% 2.4% 1.1% 1.6% 2.5% 1.3%

Chairman fees 2017/18 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

Upper Quartile £167 £180 £144

Median £140 £150 £125

Lower Quartile £120 £132 £100

Fees for the Company Chairman

Company Chairmen typically receive an all-inclusive 
fee, which encompasses all aspects of the role. Where 
the Chairman also acts as chairman of the Nominations 
Committee, for example, he or she does not typically receive 
an additional fee for the time commitment required, as this 
would be deemed to be an ordinary part of the role.

The table below presents a quartile analysis of Chairmen’s 
fees in the FTSE SmallCap. In the FTSE SmallCap as a whole, 
these are broadly unchanged compared with last year, with 
the median Chairman’s fee increasing from £138,000 to 
£140,000. The median fee in the top and bottom halves of 
the FTSE SmallCap remained unchanged at £150,000 and 
£125,000 respectively.

Fees for Non-Executive Directors

Fees for Non-Executive Directors are often calculated by 
paying all NEDs a base fee and then paying additional 
responsibility fees for acting as SID, committee membership 
and/or for chairing a committee. In the FTSE SmallCap,  
most companies provide a breakdown of NEDs’ fees.

The table below presents a quartile analysis of NED base 
fees in the FTSE SmallCap. These have increased slightly  
at median, with the median base fee in the FTSE SmallCap 
increasing slightly from £45,000 to £46,000 (in the top  
half of the FTSE SmallCap, the median base fee increased 
from £46,000 to £49,000; in the bottom half of the  
FTSE SmallCap, the median base fee increased form  
£41,000 to £42,000).
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Additional fee for acting as Senior Independent Director 2017/18 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

Upper Quartile £10 £10 £7

Median £6 £7 £5

Lower Quartile £5 £5 £5

% disclosure 67% 73% 59%

Base fees 2017/18 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

Upper Quartile £51 £55 £47

Median £46 £49 £42

Lower Quartile £40 £45 £40

The table below shows a quartile analysis of additional fees 
for acting as Senior Independent Director. Two thirds of 

companies in the FTSE SmallCap disclose that they pay  
an additional fee for acting as SID.

77% of companies in the FTSE SmallCap disclose that  
they pay additional fees for acting as chairman of a 
committee. The following table presents a quartile analysis 
of additional fees for chairing a one of the “main three”  
Board committees (being the Audit Committee (“Aud”), 

Remuneration Committee (“Rem”) and Nominations 
Committee (“Nom”)). A number of companies are now also 
disclosing additional fees for other committees, although 
this remains a minority practice.

Additional fee for acting as chairman of a committee 2017/18 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 Aud Rem Nom Aud Rem Nom Aud Rem Nom

Upper Quartile £10 £10 £10 £10 £10 £10 £10 £10 £10

Median £8 £8 £8 £8 £8 £8 £8 £8 £8

Lower Quartile £6 £6 £8 £7 £7 £7 £5 £5 £8

% disclosure 77% 72% 21% 82% 77% 26% 71% 66% 15%

It is more common to receive additional fees for chairing 
the Audit or Remuneration Committees rather than the 
Nominations Committee. This is mainly because the latter 
is often chaired by the Company Chairman, who does not 
typically receive additional fees.

It is considerably less common to pay fees for committee 
membership than for chairing a committee, as many 
companies feel that this commitment is averaged out across 
directors and is, therefore, covered by the base fee. In the 
FTSE SmallCap, only 9% of companies disclose paying an 
additional fee for membership of a committee.
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When extensive travel is required, an additional travel 
allowance may also be paid.

The table below shows a quartile analysis of the total 
fees paid to Non-Executive Directors (other than the SID), 

split between those who act as chairman of at least one 
committee and those who do not.

Additional fee for membership of a committee 2017/18 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 Aud Rem Nom Aud Rem Nom Aud Rem Nom

Upper Quartile £5 £5 £5 £5 £5 £5 £5 £5 -

Median £5 £5 £4 £4 £4 £3 £5 £5 £5

Lower Quartile £4 £4 £3 £3 £3 £3 £5 £5 -

% disclosure 9% 9% 7% 9% 9% 8% 8% 8% 5%

Single figure total fees – Senior Independent Director 2017/18 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

Upper Quartile £63 £70 £55

Median £56 £59 £50

Lower Quartile £50 £55 £45

Single figure NED fees

As with Executive Directors’ remuneration, the DRR 
Regulations require companies to disclose a single figure 
total remuneration figure for the Chairman and the Non-
Executive Directors, including all fees and benefits in kind. 

As benefits are generally modest, we have excluded the 
value of benefits from our analysis of NEDs’ fees. The 
following table presents a quartile analysis of the single 
figure total fees for Senior Independent Directors.

Single figure total fees – Non-Executive Directors 2017/18 (£’000)

 FTSE SmallCap FTSE SmallCap Top Half FTSE SmallCap Bottom Half

 All Chair No Chair All Chair No Chair All Chair No Chair

Upper Quartile £56 £60 £53 £60 £63 £57 £50 £55 £48

Median £50 £51 £47 £52 £56 £50 £46 £48 £45

Lower Quartile £45 £46 £43 £46 £49 £45 £43 £44 £41
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Methodology

We have obtained data for the following Executive Directors:

Chief Executive Officer – this is either the CEO or the  
full-time Executive Chairman, if there is one and he or she  
is higher-paid than the CEO;

Chief Financial Officer; and

“Other Executive Directors” – this includes Main Board 
Executive Directors, excluding the CEO, Executive Chairman 

and CFO, and is calculated on an average per company 
basis. 33% of companies had at least one incumbent  
‘Other Executive Director’, and only 8% had two or more.

New joiners are included within the analysis when the 
company provided sufficient information to calculate total 
on-target remuneration. However, they are excluded from 
analysis of single figure data and variable pay out-turns.

In analysing the data, we have used the following 
methodology:

Element of 
remuneration

Methodology

Base salary Reported, unadjusted current salary or salary paid in the prior year.

Pension We have either used the salary supplement / company contribution to a Defined Contribution 
Scheme as a % of salary or applied a factor of 20 to the increase in accrued pension after 
inflation under a Defined Benefit Scheme, which is in line with the methodology for valuing 
pension under the DRR regulations.

Benefits in kind As disclosed in the latest Report & Accounts. Where banks have introduced role-based pay, 
we have included this within benefits.

Total fixed remuneration The sum of the base salary, pension and benefits in kind.

Target annual bonus Based on the target level, if disclosed. If the target level is not disclosed, we have used 
50% of the maximum. If neither is disclosed, the bonus paid over during the last year was 
assumed to be at the target level.

Face value of 
Performance Share Plans

If a company discloses its long-term incentive grant policy, we include this as the face value 
on a “PSP-equivalent” basis based on the fair value of the awards (i.e. the PSP face value 
which would deliver the same fair value of the LTI). Otherwise, awards made in the previous 
year are included on a “PSP-equivalent” face value basis.

Fair value of long-term 
incentives

If the company discloses its long-term incentive grant policy, we include this on a fair value 
basis (i.e. using an option pricing model). Otherwise, awards made in the previous year are 
included on a fair value basis.

Market norm expected values are used (20% of face value for share options, 55% of face 
value for performance shares and matching shares and 100% for restricted shares). These 
values take into account the loss of value from a performance condition.

Total target 
remuneration 

The sum of the total fixed remuneration, the target annual bonus and the fair value of LTIs.

The FTSE SmallCap has been struck as at 1 January 2018. We have sourced the data used 
in this report from companies’ Annual Report and Accounts and have included all FTSE 
SmallCap companies with a year-end up to and including 31 March 2018.

This report is intended to be a summary of key issues but is not comprehensive and does not constitute advice. 
No legal responsibility is accepted as a result of reliance on the contents of this report.
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